TECHNICAL SERVICE BULLETINS

OTR TECHNICAL SERVICE BULLETIN

July 1, 2009 – TSB-0901

Double Coin Technical Bulletin for all models of Radial Off-The-Road Tires

Please be advised that the following guidelines should be followed when utilizing any Double Coin Small, Large or Giant Radial Off-The-Road (OTR) Tires:

- Any increase in air pressure beyond 116psi requires approval from CMA OTR Department prior to placing tires in service
- Published inflation pressures specified in Double Coin Data Book are cold inflation pressure only and are at prevailing atmospheric pressure
- Please refer to Tire and Rim Association (TRA) data as a reference only when using Double Coin OTR tires
- Please refer to TRA recommendations for Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW)
- Vehicle Weight plus Load = GVW
  Each application will vary depending on density of material, speed, distance, etc.; refer to TRA guidelines for proper inflation
If you have any questions concerning these or other guidelines for Double Coin OTR products, please contact Double Coin/CMA engineering.

Double Coin/CMA Technical Inquiry Line
1-888-226-5250

January 1, 2012 – TSB0112

Double Coin Technical Bulletin for REM-8 High Speed Mobile Crane Tires; Restricted Speeds and Distances

Please be advised of the following guidelines when utilizing any Double Coin REM-8 High Speed Mobile Crane tires.

Restricted Maximum Speed:

- All REM-8 tires have a maximum speed rating of 55 mph (88.5 kph).
- REM-8 tires are not rated to exceed 55 mph (88.5 kph) under any circumstance or any load or pressure.

Restricted Maximum Distance:

- Double Coin engineering documents state if a mobile crane is in continuous movement or travel speeds for one hour or more, different limitations apply.
- In continuous travel, tires may not travel over 40 miles in one hour (65 kilometers in one hour).
- Double Coin recommends a cool down period of 15 minutes per hour for long distance travel.

These restrictions are on all REM-8 tires, regardless of size. Evidence of excess speed/distance may void the Double Coin warranty on these tires.

If you have any questions concerning these or other guidelines on Double Coin REM-8 High Speed Mobile Crane products, please contact Double Coin/CMA engineering.

Double Coin/CMA Technical Inquiry Line
1-888-226-5250